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ABSTRACT DNA sequences of neutral nuclear autosomal
loci, compared across diverse human populations, provide a
previously untapped perspective into the mode and tempo of
the emergence of modern humans and a critical comparison
with published clonally inherited mitochondrial DNA and Y
chromosome measurements of human diversity. We obtained
over 55 kilobases of sequence from three autosomal loci en-
compassing Alu repeats for representatives of diverse human
populations as well as orthologous sequences for other hom-
inoid species at one of these loci. Nucleotide diversity was
exceedingly low. Most individuals and populations were iden-
tical. Only a single nucleotide difference distinguished pre-
sumed ancestral alleles from descendants. These results differ
from those expected if alleles from divergent archaic popu-
lations were maintained through multiregional continuity.
The observed virtual lack of sequence polymorphism is the
signature of a recent single origin for modern humans, with
general replacement of archaic populations.

The fossil record documents the emergence of early modern
human anatomy about 100,000 years ago (refs. 1; see various
papers in ref. 2). Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) studies have
revealed low levels of divergence among human populations
and have been interpreted as indicative of a recent African
origin for modern humans (3–5), providing evidence for the
‘‘Noah’s Ark’’ hypothesis (6), a relatively recent worldwide
replacement of archaic human populations by decendents of an
original modern population. Alternatively, some paleontolog-
ical evidence has been interpreted as supporting multiregional
continuity of populations for a far greater time (7), spanning
the relatively recent transition from archaic to modern forms.

Vertebrate mtDNA has been shown to sometimes introgress
and become fixed in a pattern inconsistent with the evolution
of populations (8–16), due to its mode of replication and
inheritance as a single, clonal, maternal allele. Because
mtDNA is inherited in this manner, its evolution is easily
influenced by stochastic processes, its analysis is subject to
stochastic errors (17, 18), and haplotype frequencies are
vulnerable to selective sweeps. While extant mtDNA lineages
trace to a single female, all other mtDNA lineages from the
time of the mitochondrial ancestor have become extinct. The
human mitochondrial genome is about 16.5 kb in length (19),
with much of the variation limited to a hypervariable region of
about 1 kb (20), providing useful, but limited, evolutionary
information.

Conversely, nuclear DNA sequence data have the potential
to complete the molecular perspective of human evolutionary

history that was begun by mtDNA studies. The human nuclear
genome is composed of about 3 3 109 bp (21) packaged into
23 chromosomes, providing essentially infinite variation for
evolutionary reconstruction. All but a portion of the Y chro-
mosome is biparentally inherited and subject to recombina-
tion. That small, haploid, paternally inherited, Y chromosome
fraction of the nuclear genome evolves in a pattern similar to
the mitochondrial genome and therefore has a similar recent
theoretical coalescence date and is subject to similar problems
of vulnerability to stochastic processes and selective sweeps.
Recently, a survey of a paternally inherited Y chromosome
intron locus (ZFY) among a sample of 38 genomes represent-
ing worldwide human populations revealed complete mono-
morphism (22). This finding helps to corroborate the mito-
chondrial evidence for a recent, single origin for modern
humans. Low diversity in both mitochondrial-maternal and
nuclear-paternal DNA sequences is best explained by the
recent single origin hypothesis. However, due to the unipa-
rental haploid nature of this nuclear locus, alternative expla-
nations for the absence of polymorphism cannot be ruled out.
These include ‘‘a recent selective sweep . . . recurrent male
population bottlenecks, or historically small effective male
population sizes’’ (22). The 4-fold slower fixation rate, recom-
bination, and biparental transmission of autosomal nuclear
DNA sequences allow many individuals who lived at the same
time as the mtDNA or ZFY ancestor to have contributed to the
autosomal alleles of modern humans. Also, these characteris-
tics of inheritance inhibit the speed of selective sweeps in
evolutionary time. Therefore, the presence of highly divergent
alleles passed on from regional archaic populations might be
detected at autosomal loci even though such alleles have not
been found for uniparental loci. Human nuclear DNA varia-
tion has been assessed by indirect methods (23), providing
valuable insights into human population phylogeny. To date,
little is known regarding variation at the sequence level. The
few reports of human autosomal nuclear nucleotide diversity
were based on comparison of coding sequences among a very
small number of individuals (24), a single geographic popula-
tion (25), or loci which are subject to complex selection
pressures (26, 27). Here we present a large autosomal nuclear
DNA sequence data set of three neutral loci compared across
diverse human populations and sequences of one of these loci
for other hominoid species.

Alu is a primate-specific family of retroposable elements
found at .500,000 loci in the human nuclear genome (28–30).
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These elements average about 300 bp in length, are dispersed
widely in the genome, and are thought to be generated by a
small number of active master genes. Alu is ultimately derived
from the 7SL RNA gene. In that sense, and in the sense that
Alu repeats are generated by a small number of source, or
master, genes, individual Alu repeats may be considered
pseudogenes. Alu repeats are not generally subject to homog-
enization, but rather evolve independently once integrated.
This is evident from comparison of nucleotide divergence at
orthologous and paralogous loci (31, 32) and from the hier-
archical subfamily structure of Alu sequences across primates
that reflects the primate cladistic pattern.

The known antiquity of regional archaic human populations
has recently been pushed back to well over 1.5 million years
(Myr) by radiometric dates for two Homo erectus sites in Java
(33) and by the startling discovery of an H. erectus mandible in
southwestern Asia firmly dated at the Plio–Pleistocene bound-
ary (34). Considering information available for evolutionary
rate estimation from published comparisons of Alu repeats
(31) and other noncoding genomic regions (35), we should
expect to find considerable nucleotide differences in Alu
alleles among the major human races if regional archaic alleles
were maintained. That is, if human races evolved in widely
separated geographic regions for over 1.5 Myr, Alu sequences
would reveal substantial interallelic divergence and overall
nucleotide diversity. On the other hand, if the human auto-
somal genetic complement has undergone a relatively recent
worldwide replacement, we should expect only very low levels
of differences among populations and individuals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

PCR. Total cellular DNAs were on hand in our combined
laboratory stocks. These had been purified by conventional
methods for previous studies. These DNA samples were used
as template for PCR amplifications using reagents supplied by
Perkin–Elmer, including AmpliTaq cloned DNA polymerase.
PCRs were carried out in a Perkin–Elmer GeneAmp PCR
System 9600 thermal cycler. Thermal cycle parameters were
denaturation at 94°C for 15 sec, annealing at 58°C for 15 sec,
and extension at 72°C for 20 sec for 35 cycles with maximum
ramp times. Cyclic amplification was initiated with a hot start
at 94°C for 1 min and was followed by a 2-min terminal
extension at 72°C. Alu 1, located in the a-globin 2 gene, was
amplified by using the PCR primer pair 59-GCATTGTTATT-
TCAACAGAAACAC-39 and 59-ACAGGAAAGAGAGAC-
ACTCTCC-39. An Alu located in the angiotensin I-converting
enzyme (ACE) gene (36) was amplified by using the flanking
PCR primer pair 59-GATGTGGCCATCACATTCGTCA-
GAT-39 and 59-CTGGAGACCACTCCCATCCTTTCT-39.
Another Alu, located in the apolipoprotein A1 (APO) gene
(37), was amplified by using the flanking PCR primer pair
59-AAGTGCTGTAGGCCATTTAGATTAG-39 and 59-AG-
TCTTCGATGACAGCGTATACAGA-39 (38).

Sequencing. Direct linear amplification sequencing (39, 40)
of double-stranded PCR products was accomplished by using
exo2 Pfu DNA polymerase and reagents supplied by Strat-
agene. Primers were end-labeled with [g-32P]ATP by using T4
polynucleotide kinase at 37°C for 11 min followed by heat
inactivation at 55°C for 5 min. Sequencing reactions were
carried out in a Hybaid (Middlesex, U.K.) OmniGene thermal
cycler. Thermal cycle parameters were denaturation at 95°C
for 30 sec, annealing at 60°C for 30 sec, and extension at 72°C
for 1 min. Cyclic sequencing was initiated with a hot start at
95°C for 1 min. Both strands were sequenced. The a-globin 2
Alu 1 locus was sequenced by using the internal primers
59-TTGAGACGGAGTTTTGCTCT-39 and 59-CACGGTG-
GCTCACACCTGTAATC-39. The ACE and APO loci were
sequenced by using the internal primers 59-TCACGCCTGT-
AATCCCAGCAC-39 and 59-TGAGACGGAGTCTCGCTC-

TG-39. Direct sequencing of PCR products avoids visualization
of PCR-induced sequence errors. We found that this method
produced sequence with extremely low nonspecific back-
ground, and therefore heterozygous positions were unambig-
uously detected and confirmed in sequence reactions of both
complementary strands. Sequencing reaction products were
separated in 6% polyacrylamidey8 M urea gels and visualized
by autoradiography using overnight exposure.

RESULTS

Three loci were studied. In a published comparison of diver-
gence of seven Alu repeats between human and chimpanzee
(31), one locus had about three times as many differences as
the other six. We amplified and obtained the nucleotide
sequence of this more rapidly evolving a-globin 2 Alu 1 locus
for 60 individuals (120 genomic sequences; 36,000 bp) repre-
senting diverse human populations. We also sequenced this
a-globin 2 Alu 1 locus for representatives of other hominoid
species, including bonobo (Pan paniscus), common chimpan-
zee (Pan troglodytes), gorilla (Gorilla gorilla), and orangutan
(Pongo pygmaeus). This Alu repeat was absent from the single
siamang (Symphalangus syndactylus) sampled, on the basis of
PCR amplification and sequencing of the flanking regions. We
obtained sequence for 36 individuals at the ACE locus (10,800
bp) and for 29 individuals at the APO locus (8700 bp). Each
individual sampled was heterozygous for the presence of the
Alu repeat at these loci. The ACE and APO Alu repeats are
not present in other hominoids (38), but they occur in all
diverse human populations sampled and therefore may be
assumed to have been present prior to the radiation of modern
human races.

Only three human alleles were found at the a-globin 2 Alu
1 locus (Fig. 1). Allele 1 was present at a frequency of 0.96 and
occurred in all populations (Table 1). Not a single base
difference distinguished any individual among Australian Ab-
origines, Caucasians (Greek and Turkish Cypriots), Indone-
sians, Greenland Inuit, and New Guineans at this locus. Allele
2 was found in only one heterozygous individual (an African
Pygmy). Allele 3 was present only within the Chimila of
Columbia. A discrete character relative rate test (42), using
orangutan as the outgroup taxon, found no significant differ-
ence between rates of evolution among human, bonobo,
chimpanzee, and gorilla at the a-globin 2 Alu 1 locus. Diver-
gence (uncorrected) between human and bonobo was 3.3%
and between human and common chimpanzee it was 4.0%.
Corrected genetic distances calculated according to the substi-
tution model of Kimura (43), with a transition-to-transversion
ratio of 9:1 (the ratio observed in the bonobo–human sequence
comparison) were 3.44% and 4.18%, respectively. Human
nucleotide diversity (41) was 0.027 6 0.011% at this locus.
Human–bonobo corrected genetic distance, assuming a diver-
gence date of 4.7 Myr (44), provides an estimate of substitution
rate of 0.73%yMyr. At this rate, 0.027% nucleotide diversity
yields an average age of allele divergence of about 37,000 yr for
the a-globin 2 Alu 1 locus. If we assume an older human–
bonobo divergence date, 7.0 Myr (45), then the rate would be
0.49%yMyr, which suggests an average age of sequence diver-
gence of 55,000 yr. Alternatively, if we use the human–
common chimpanzee corrected genetic distance of 4.18%, and
divergence dates of 4.7 and 7.0 Myr, average ages of sequence
divergence are 30,000 and 45,000 yr, respectively.

Considering that allele divergence predates population di-
vergence (46), and in light of the compelling new evidence for
a wide geographic distribution of H. erectus in Asia at close to
2 Myr ago (33, 34), we consider 1.5 Myr as a conservative date
for a model of archaic allele divergence. Assuming a molecular
clock calibrated by the divergence of humans and bonobos, one
can generate via computer simulation the expected distribu-
tion of observed nucleotide difference between sequences that
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diverged 1.5 Myr ago. Fig. 2 illustrates the number of observed
differences among 10,000 independent pairs of 300-bp se-
quences that diverged 1.5 Myr ago. This distribution models
differences expected for samples of independent pairs of
sequences from different populations that diverged 1.5 Myr
ago. Computer simulations were performed as follows: se-
quences of 300 bp were generated according to the substitution
model of Kimura (43), assuming a substitution rate determined
from comparison of fixed differences between bonobo and
human a-globin 2 Alu 1 sequences. The rate of transition to
transversion substitutions was set at 9:1 in simulations. The
distribution is useful as a model for providing a measure for
recognition of alleles from regional archaic populations, al-
though the assumption of no gene flow may not be met in
reality (47). In other words, the distribution may not represent
a realistic expectation of allele frequencies, but it serves as a
model for expected divergence of alleles passed on to modern
humans from regional archaic populations.

At the ACE locus, the sequences of all 36 individuals were
identical to the published (36) sequence. At the APO locus two
alleles were found. One was identical to the published (37)
sequence with a C at position 164 and the other had a T at that
position. The C allele was in high frequency in African Pygmies
(0.91) and New Guineans (1.00), and the T allele was in high
frequency in Australian Aborigines (1.00) and Indonesians
(0.67).

DISCUSSION

Are these data consistent with continuity of regional alleles
that diverged after the founding of regional archaic popula-
tions? Alternatively, do these data reveal the signature of a
relatively recent, and largely complete, replacement of multi-
regional archaic populations by the descendants of an original
early modern population, consistent with the Noah’s Ark or
recent African origin hypothesis?

For the entire data set of over 55 kb we see no evidence for
an allele of ancient divergence. The expected distribution for
the a-globin 2 Alu 1 locus shown in Fig. 2 predicts an average
of 3.7 nucleotide differences between alleles that diverged 1.5
Myr ago. In these simulations, identical alleles were found less
than 4% of the time, and alleles with 7 differences were found
at about the same frequency as alleles with no differences.
According to the distribution, one would expect a pair of
a-globin 2 Alu 1 sequences sampled from different populations
to have more than 2 differences between them .63% of the
time. In contrast to these predictions, our data revealed that
most individuals and populations were identical, and the
maximum difference between any pair of sequences was 2.

Furthermore, the small amount of sequence polymorphism
found in a-globin 2 Alu 1 is best explained as of recent origin
when viewed in a phylogenetic context. If we presume that the
abundant allele is ancestral, then no descendant allele differs

FIG. 1. DNA sequences of a-globin 2 Alu 1 for orangutan, gorilla, human (alleles 1, 2, and 3), common chimpanzee, and bonobo. Percent
divergences are as follows: orangygorilla, 7.3%; orangyhuman, 6.7%; orangychimp, 6.0%; orangybonobo, 5.3%; gorillayhuman, 4.7%; gorillaychimp,
4.7%; gorillaybonobo, 4.0%; humanychimp, 4.0%; humanybonobo, 3.3%; chimpybonobo, 0.7%. By comparison, human nucleotide diversity, or
average sequence divergence (41), is 0.027% 6 0.011%, reflecting the recent origin and expansion of modern humans and replacement of
multiregional archaic populations.
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from the ancestor by more than a single nucleotide difference.
The alternative allele found in the Chimila is probably no
greater than 20,000 years old. This Amerindian group repre-
sents a relatively recent branch of human population phylog-
eny, as Amerindians were derived from Asians after the
establishment of most other major human regional popula-
tions. Parsimony then best explains this allele as having
recently arisen in the New World rather than being lost in
Asian, African, and Caucasian populations. The only other
alternative allele, a single nucleotide difference in 1 of 18
African Pygmy genomes sampled, provides no information
regarding its age other than its low divergence from the
abundant allele, which indicates a probable young age on the
basis of the expected distribution.

The estimated average age of sequence divergence of be-
tween 30,000 and 55,000 years provides further support for a
recent worldwide replacement of the human nuclear genetic
complement. Increases in divergence and differences among
population allele frequencies bring about dramatic increases in
nucleotide diversity and estimates of average age of diver-
gence. We should expect substantial polymorphism if archaic

alleles were maintained in diverse populations, whereas, given
a replacement scenario, nucleotide diversity would be low,
consistent with our data. Complete monomorphism at the
ACE locus the presence of only two alternative alleles differing
by a single nucleotide at the APO locus provide additional
support for the hypothesis of a recent single origin for the
modern human autosomal genetic complement with general
replacement, rather than continuity, of archaic lineages.
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